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By Scott Nichols

Compared to terrestrial agriculture, aquaculture is a far more
e cient way to produce the food that fuels us

Farming salmon is more e cient way to produce both nutrition and
calories than the farming of terrestrial livestock. Shutterstock image.
Agriculture is the most crucial of human endeavors. Whittled down to its irreducible essence, agriculture has two missions
– to provide us with the calories and the nutrition we require to live.
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Throughout its 11,000-year history, agriculture has adapted, sometimes slowly (putting animals in pens) and sometimes
rapidly (the green revolution) to shifting demands. But it’s never seen anything like what’s coming.
In the next 20 years the world’s population will increase by 2 billion people. Our aggregated wealth is growing rapidly and
with that comes a change in what people desire on their dinner tables. To feed us all, we need to double
(http://www.pnas.org/content/108/50/20260) food production over the next 25 years.
Such agricultural change is unprecedented. How will food producers simultaneously meet their looming quantitative and
qualitative callings? Counting calories has never been so important; our future hangs on counting enough of them.
I suggest we make our calories truly count.

From here to the 2040s
Agriculture currently uses 38 percent (http://wwf.panda.org/what_we_do/footprint/agriculture/impacts/habitat_loss/) of
the world’s land. Of the remaining land, climactic or soil quality constraints render 33 percent unsuitable
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2095633915300265) for any kind of agriculture. Another 14 percent
(https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/ER.LND.PTLD.ZS?end=2014&start=1990&view=chart) is in parks and reserves. So,
we can’t even nip at the heels of doubling agricultural acreage.In one respect, this knowledge should give us great clarity
about the future of our food supply. When we think about our path forward, what we know for certain is that it’s not the
path we’re currently on.
Our sobering challenge is to create the food systems that provide the calories andthe nutrition we’ll need in 25 years. To
do that, we face a simple fact: It’s unusual for calories and nutrition to come bundled together in the same item. Starchbased calories – beans, grains, maize, rice and potatoes – arrive on our plates easily and plentifully. In contrast, more
nutritionally dense foods, whether plants or animals
(http://www.waldeneffect.org/blog/Calories_per_acre_for_various_foods/), consume more land inputs, making them
relatively harder to come by.

Can sh be the future?
One thing we should consider is a turn to the oceans that cover about 70 percent of the world’s surface. However, the sh
that the oceans supply constitute only 16 percent (http://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/environment/brief/oceans) of the
protein that humans consume.
While sh are a quantitatively small part of our diets, qualitatively they are nutritional giants. Public health scientists
(https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/ sh/) and dietitians
(https://health.gov/dietaryguidelines/2015/guidelines/) alike argue that we should eat more seafood, particularly oily sh,
than we currently do for their superb nutritional content. But as we consider sh, can we have more than we do now?
As a food source, sh are unique. Half of what we consume comes from hunting wild sh and half comes from
aquaculture, or sh farms. Every other thing we buy at the grocery store is invariably farmed. This dynamic exists in no
other food sector.
To understand the status of wild sheries and sh farms, the FAO undertakes a biennial oceans assessment called State
of World Fisheries and Aquaculture. Its 2006 report (http://www.fao.org/tempref/docrep/fao/009/a0699e/a0699e.pdf)
found 75 percent of wild sheries harvested at or above their sustainable limits. The 2014 (http://www.fao.org/3/ai3720e.pdf) edition found that fully or overly harvested sheries rose to 90 percent which is the same dismal number
reported in 2016 (http://www.fao.org/3/a-i5555e.pdf). This means there is no way for wild sh to satisfy growing
needs. Harvests can’t increase. In fact, they should decrease to allow challenged stocks to replenish themselves.
Here again, we have another point of clarity about our food future. As our population expands, wild sh will become a
smaller part of our diet. If sh are to be a meaningful part of the future, we need to farm them like everything else we eat.
But what does that mean from an environmental perspective?
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The productivity and resource requirements of farmed sh
The environmental impediments to expanding wild sh harvest provide a cautionary tale as we think about expanding
aquaculture. Aquaculture should be examined for its environmental suitability. At a minimum it should perform better than
other areas of agriculture. Ideally it will give us more calories and more nutrition on less space with fewer resources and
lower environmental impact.
For now, let’s look at other areas starting with how salmon farming provides calories and nutrition. Examining salmon
aquaculture is a good choice as salmon is the second-most (https://www.seafoodsource.com/news/supply-trade/n new-top-10-list-of-americas-favorite-seafood-species-points-to-upward-consumption-trend) consumed seafood in the
United States and farms produce about 70 percent of it.

What does a salmon farm provide?
The Faroe Islands arguably have the strictest national regulations for salmon aquaculture amongst the world’s salmonfarming nations. They mandate no more than 25 kg of salmon per cubic meter of water but their actual performance is
about 15.4 kg (http://salmon-from-the-faroe-islands.com/ shwelfare.html). This is to ensure we address the second of
our agricultural imperatives; farms with lower densities have lower environmental impacts.
How much food does that actually provide? For our purposes, let’s envision a farm that performs e ciently and
conservatively, with only 14 kg of salmon per cubic meter (or, in other terms, three mature salmon per metric ton of water).
A typical salmon farm occupies about 2.2 acres of ocean surface and it produces about two and a half billion calories
worth of salmon per crop (which takes a year and a half to grow). Putting this on the same basis as the numbers in the
table above, a salmon farm produces 760 million calories per surface acre per year.

Table 1: Calories produced per acre from a variety of common food
crops.
Salmon farms, then, are quite different from terrestrial farms in providing both nutrition and calories. Moreover, they
produce stunningly more of both than their land-based counterparts: 270 and 450 times more calories, respectively, than
nutrient-rich eggplant and spinach crops; 48 times what’s in calorie-rich starchy crops; and 200 to 700 times more calories
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per acre than the animals we farm on land.

What does a salmon farm consume?
Farm animals must be fed. Their feed comes from other agricultural resources grown and then transformed to feed
ingredients. Metabolic differences between farm animals and differences in the portion of those animals we actually eat
contribute to the environmental footprint of animal agriculture.

Table 2. Feed requirements for farmed animals: pounds of feed needed
to produce a pound of meat on the plate.
As we consider resource utilization in our future food supply, quite clearly salmon offers the promise of producing a lot
more food with a lot less input. This makes sense.
Fish are the most e cient of farm animals. They’re cold-blooded so use no energy to maintain their body temperature as
land animals must. They don’t spend calories ghting gravity to stay upright, nor do they require energy to build a bone
structure to support their weight. In terms of yield, we eat a much greater percentage of a small-boned sh than we do
from large-boned land animals.
Let’s return to the question of agriculture’s challenge to meet our need for both calories and nutrition. Aquaculture in
general and salmon aquaculture in particular are certainly poised to contribute meaningfully to our future food needs. Fish
farming makes a much smaller call on resources than other types of animal agriculture, and it provides nutritious food that
should be a larger part of our diets. It’s not the sole answer to “What’s for dinner?” in 2040. But it’s a big part of the answer
and at the very center of a hopeful food future.
Follow the Advocate on Twitter @GAA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GAA_Advocate)
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